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Abstract 
The governing equations for Stokes flow are formulated in terms of a stream function and Airy stress 
function. This formulation ensures that mass and momentum are conserved identically. In terms of these new 
variables, the equations of motion are written as a second-order elliptic system. These equations are embedded 
in biharmonic equations and the boundary conditions appropriate for this higher-order system are determined 
using a least-squares process. This technique is applied to the planar stick-slip problem. A numerical solution 
to the problem is obtained using a spectral domain decomposition method. An algebraic mapping is used to 
treat the flow domain without truncation. The coefficients in a singular expansion of the stream function about 
the stick-slip singularity are computed using a post-processing technique. 
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1. Introduction 
A formulation of the Stokes problem in which mass and momentum are conserved identically is 
considered. This is facilitated by introducing a stream function and Airy stress function, respectively. 
The constitutive equation can then be written in terms of these new variables. This results in a 
coupled second-order elliptic system of partial differential equations. A least-squares formulation of 
this system yields biharmonic equations for the stream function and the Airy stress function. This 
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Fig. 1. The stick-slip geometry and its domain decomposition. 
process also enables the appropriate boundary conditions needed to solve the higher-order system 
to be determined. The additional boundary conditions are shown to be sufficient to ensure that the 
solution of the higher-order system is in fact a solution of the second-order system. 
The Stokes problem for the planar stick-slip geometry is considered in this paper. The geometry is 
shown schematically in Fig. 1. The problem was first considered by Richardson [ 201 who obtained 
a closed-form solution using the Wiener-Hopf method. Sturges [ 211 solved the same problem by 
expanding the solution in the slip region as a Fourier series, the solution in the walled channel as a 
biorthogonal series and matching the velocities and stresses across the common interface. Trogdon 
and Joseph [22] solved the Stokesian stick-slip problem for a round jet using both the Wiener- 
Hopf method of [ 201 and the eigenfunction method of [ 211. Coleman [5] used a contour integral 
formulation to solve the problem. Georgiou et al. [8] developed a singular finite-element method to 
take account of the boundary singularity at the point (0,l) and obtained more accurate results than 
those obtained using ordinary finite-element meshes. 
A spectral domain decomposition method for determining the stream function and the Airy stress 
function is described. The flow domain is divided into two semi-infinite subdomains. These subdo- 
mains are mapped onto finite rectangles using an algebraic mapping technique which enables the flow 
domain to be treated without truncation. These techniques have been used for Newtonian flow through 
a planar contraction geometry [ 12,131. However, previous work [ 12,131 using spectral methods has 
determined the stream function only. In the present study the pressure and the components of stress 
are also calculated. We note that the components of stress may also be calculated from a knowledge 
of the stream function, but these will not, in general, satisfy the momentum equation. 
2. The governing equations 
The governing equations in fluid mechanics consist of field equations and constitutive equations. 
The field equations comprise the equation of continuity and the conservation of momentum. For the 
inertialess planar flow of an incompressible fluid these statements assume the mathematical form 
v-v=o, 
V-a=o, 
where v denotes 
Newtonian fluid, 
(1) 
(2) 
the velocity vector and 0 the Cauchy stress tensor. The constitutive equation for a 
suitably nondimensionalized, is given by 
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T=2d, (3) 
where T is the extra-stress tensor and d is the rate-of-deformation tensor. The Cauchy stress and 
extra-stress are related to the pressure by 
a=-pZ+T. (4) 
The velocity components may be expressed in terms of a stream function @(x, y) by 
a# ati 
u=ay’ v=-zY 
(5) 
which ensures that ( 1) is satisfied. Suppose now that the components of the Cauchy stress tensor are 
given in terms of the Airy stress function 4(x, y) by 
(6) 
then the momentum equation (2) is satisfied identically. Substitution of (5) and (6) into (3) results 
in the following system of equations for @, 4 and p: 
L$tJ = 2M#, (7) 
M@ = -2L#, (8) 
A+ = -2p, (9) 
where A denotes the Laplacian operator and L and M are the hyperbolic operators given by 
&C_n;l a* 
ay* ax*' 
M=2- 
axay' 
Note that the pressure does not appear explicitly in (7) and (8). However it may be found from (9)) 
if required. The use of the identity 
A* = L* + M* 
enables (7) and (8) to be simplified further to give 
A*+ = 0, A*@ = 0. (10) 
Clearly, a complete description of the velocity field and Cauchy stress tensor may be obtained by 
solving ( lo), subject to boundary conditions appropriate to the flow configuration under consideration. 
It is the purpose of the present paper to establish natural boundary conditions for the Stokes problem 
using variational techniques. Furthermore, these boundary conditions are shown to be sufficient to 
ensure that the solution to ( 10) also satisfies the second-order elliptic system (7)) (8). 
In the stick-slip geometry the channel has a no-slip surface y = 1 for x < 0 and a shear free (slip) 
surface y = 1 for x > 0. The centreline y = 0 is a line of symmetry. In terms of the stream function 
these conditions become 
$(x9 1) = 1, z(x, 1) = 0, x < 0, (11) 
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,?%I, 
tic& 1) = 1, $‘x, 1) =o, x > 0, 
ccl(x, 0) = 0, $(x,0) = 0, -m<x<cm. 
Suppose that the flow is driven by a constant pressure gradient P, say, at entry; then, 
If we assume that the flow is fully developed so that the components of the extra-stress tensor are 
functions of y only, then from (2) and (3) we are able to derive that 
P = $(-M,y). 
(12) 
(13) 
We solve this differential equation for @ subject to conditions ( 11) and ( 13) and find 
P = -3, 9(-oc,y) = iY(3 - y2). 
Similarly, if Q is the constant pressure gradient at exit, then 
Q =O, fi(WY) = Y. 
(14) 
(15) 
3. Least-squares formulation 
In this section we derive the biharmonic equations (10) for fi and C$ from a least-squares formu- 
lation of the elliptic system (7), (8). An important outcome of this procedure is the derivation of 
natural boundary conditions necessary to solve (10) for $J as well as @. 
Theorem 3.1. Let q, r, u and v be functions which are four times continuously differentiable in a 
simply connected domain fi bounded by a simple closed curve r. Then, 
=- J e (Lq - 2Mr) ds - r 6% St r u 2g(Mq+2Lr) - $(Lq-2Mr) ds 1 
+ JJ uA2qdS-2 R J rg(Mq+2Lr)ds 
+2 u si r g(Mqf2Lr) +2&(Lq-2Mr) ds > 
+4 JJ u A2rdS, (16) n 
where J/dv and d/k represent diflerentiation in the directions v = (dy/ds, dx/ds) and 7 = 
(-dxlds, dy/ds), respectively. 
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Proof. Let us define F and G in terms of q and r by 
F=Lq-2Mr, G=Mq+2Lr. (17) 
The left-hand side I of ( 16) may be written in the equivalent form 
+ [-2,; (2) -2F; ($)I + [-2,; ($) +2G$ ($)I} dS. (18) 
We apply Green’s theorem in the plane to each of the four terms in the above integral to give 
I= 
St 
$Fdy - Gdx) + $(Gdy - Fdx) 
r ax 
+$(-2Gdy +2Fdx) + $(-2Fdy - 2Gdx) 
-/l{$[-~+~]+$[~+~]}ds 
+2/l{;[g+g]+$-[$&g]}ds. 
Integration by parts and a second application of Green’s theorem in the plane results in 
I=- J Feds- u r dv J {[ I -:+2$3 dy- b$+$] dx} 
+ 2.4 JJ i -$+2- +q dS--2 1 J G$ds 
+-1:;:+2;:- ;g-$] dxj 
-2 JJ I 
d2G d2F d2G _+2_-_ dS. 
n U dX2 axay dy2 
We note that 
d2G 
-2+2- + f? = A2q and 
d2G d2F d2G = _2A2r 
dxay dy2 
2+2--- 
CYxdy ay2 
Therefore we may recast I in the form 
I=-- J Feds- r dv J{ I' u 2: - g} ds+&d2qds 
-2 ,G$dsf2 u J J{ I'g+Z$}ds+A JLuA2rdS. (19) 
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If we substitute for F and G in ( 19) using the relations ( 17), then the result follows. Cl 
Let J& denote the flow domain for the stick-slip problem truncated at some finite distance h 
upstream and downstream of the stick-slip point (0,l). The domain 0, is a semi-circular region of 
radius E < 1 centred at the stick-slip point and lying within &. Thus, 
0, = {ky>: x E [--khl,Y E LO, 11) 
and 
.n,={(x,y): XE (-•E,E),YE (1 -@=-?,ll}. 
Let rE denote the semi-circular part of the boundary of 0, and B- and B+ the points (-E, l), (E, l), 
respectively. 
Consider the following minimization problem over the domain fi = Q, \ 0,. Find functions q and 
r which minimize J(q, r) over those functions belonging to some admissible class where 
J(q,r) =J J {( Lq- 2Mr)*+ (Mq+2Lr)*} dS. 
n 
(20) 
Suppose that g( q, r) attains its minimum value when q = 4, Y = t,b. Let us vary both 4 and r,/~ 
keeping x and y fixed by considering the functions 4 + pur) and fi + ,ul, where ,u is a real scalar. 
Then for 4 and ti to be stationary functions of the integral functional 3, we require (see [ lo] ) 
where 
&?-=2/L SJ D{U+2MW~--~C) +W4+2W(Mq+2L5)} a. (21) 
We can apply the result of Theorem 3.1 to the integral expression in (21) to obtain 
(22) 
where now F = Lqb - ~MI++ and G = Mc$ + 2L*. Since the stream function is prescribed everywhere 
on the boundary r of 0 except on Te, the variation 5 = 0 on r \ r, so that 
J { 5 r\r 6 g+ 2 $} ds = 0. (23) 
From (22) we deduce that the functions 4 and @ that minimize J(q, r) must satisfy 
A24 =O, A*+ = 0, in 0, 
a*+ P&J - - -=O, onAEandCD, 
dy2 ax* 
(24) 
(25) 
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a3fp a%#l 
ax3+3-=- 
dx l3y* 
a*+ a24 = o a34 a34 -_- 
ay* ax* ’ ay3+3 
- =o, 
ax* ay 
on AB-, 
a34 +3 a34 = o a24 a*@ 4 a*@ = o -___ _ 
dY3 ax* dy ’ dy2 ax* axay ’ 
on B+C and DE, 
a*+ 324 4 a*@ =. ---- - 
ay* a.3 ax ay 
a*+  3 _&k =. 
) ax ay ay* ax* ) on r,, 
a -( a*+ a*@ - ___ - ai axay  a** ay* ax* ) ( + f_ a*+ a*+ 4 a*@ at ay* ax* ax aY ) = 0, on r,, 
45 3L+aZJI_* _d *_*_4a29 ( at axay ay* ax* ) ( an ay ax* ax ay ) =o, onr,* 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
Note that in deriving the natural boundary conditions (25)-(28) we have made use of the essential 
boundary conditions satisfied by the stream function. The essential boundary conditions for the stream 
function will always be assumed to hold for both the exact and the discrete problems. Conditions 
(25) -( 3 1) are the natural boundary conditions for the Stokes problem. Since a*@/ (ax ay) = 0 along 
B+C and DE, it follows that a34/(ax2 ay) = 0 there. Therefore the first condition in (28) becomes 
a34/aY3 = 0 along B+C and DE. 
We proceed to establish the essential boundary conditions on the Stokesian Airy stress function. 
At entry we impose +/ax = -3. From (2) we see that aplay = 0 at entry and hence p (x, y) -+ 
-3x - 2a,, asymptotically as x + -co for some constant cr,, which is at present unknown. 
Eqs. (6) become, as x + -co, 
3x+2,=$, 3x+2a =$, -3y=-g, en (32) 
which may be solved to give 
4(x, y) = ix3 + ;xy* + %(X2 + Y2) + PenX + Ye&J + &“, (33) 
as x t -00, where Pen, yen and &., are arbitrary constants. 
Eqs. (6) may also be solved as x -+ co with lim,,, p (x, y) assigned some constant value -2creX, 
say, and in this case we obtain 
#J(x, Y> = %(X2 + Y2) + &xx + YexY + L (34) 
as x --+ co, with peX, ?/eX and S,, arbitrary constants. 
It will be clear that the constants Pen, yen, S,,, &, yeX and S,, are of no physical significance and 
they are neglected accordingly. Since the pressure field is unique up to the addition of an arbitrary 
constant, we are free to choose LY,, = 0. So without loss of generality we write 
&X?Y> = 
i 
+(x2 + 3y2) + &,(X2 + y*>, as x + -03, 
o 
7 as x + 00. 
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The shear-free condition a*+/( %X ay) = 0 on B+C and DE now becomes 
a4 - = 0, 
dY 
on BfC and DE, 
since a+/G’y = 0 on CD. 
Let V and W be two sets of admissible pairs of functions (r], 5) which are four times continuously 
differentiable in fi and which are such that for ($, 4) E V, t,b satisfies the essential boundary 
conditions ( 11) - ( 15) and for (~,l) E W, q satisfies the homogeneous equivalents of these boundary 
conditions. The minimization problem (20) then has the equivalent variational formulation. Find 
(fi,, 4) E V such that 
II [CL+ - 2M$) (Lrl- 2Ml) + CM4 + 2L$) (MT + 2L5)] dS = 0, n 
for all (r], 5) E W. The corresponding discrete variational formulation can be written down in a 
similar manner by introducing the associated discrete spaces. 
4. Regularity assumptions 
Let us define the functions 4 and $ as follows: 
dGY> = I 4(x, y) - ;xcx* + 3y2) - a,,(x2 + y2), 4(x9 Y), 
~(-GY) = 
i 
cGr(%Y) - iY(3 -y2), x < 0, 
cGl(x, Y) - Y, x > 0. 
We assume that 4 and I+? satisfy the conditions 
x < 0, 
x > 0, 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
for n = 1,2,3. These conditions ensure that the entry and exit conditions (33) and (34) imply the 
natural conditions (25) and (26) on 4. Similarly, regularity in the sense of (37) and (38) guarantees 
that the entry and exit conditions (14) and (15) on # imply 
a”rC,iO 
dx” ’ 
as x + foe, (39) 
for II = 1,2,3. Conditions (37) and (38) may be shown to follow from the assumptions made in 
deriving the entry and exit profiles ( 14) and ( 15) for the stream function and (25) and (26) for the 
Airy stress function. Our numerical approximations to 4 and r/l will be constructed to satisfy these 
conditions. 
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5. Uniqueness of solution 
The least-squares formulation of the elliptic system (7), (8) has led to a system of fourth-order 
equations with natural boundary conditions. Before we show that this system has a unique solution, 
we establish the asymptotic forms of the dependent variables C#J and (li in a neighbourhood of the stick- 
slip point (0,l). A knowledge of these asymptotic forms will be crucial in extending the preceding 
analysis to Q,. We also show that for a carefully chosen value of (Y,,, the boundary conditions ensure 
that the solution of the embedded system which also solves the second-order elliptic system (7)) (8) 
is retrieved. 
5.1. Asymptotic form of @ 
In a manner analogous to that of [ 171, Richardson [ 201 calculated the asymptotic form of the 
stream function (d, in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the boundary singularity for Stokes flow. 
Local polar coordinates (r, 0) centred at the boundary singularity (0,l) are taken. In a vicinity of 
the singularity, a behaviour of the form fi N 1 + rA+‘fA (0) may be expected with A > 0 to give finite 
integrable stresses at Y = 0. Since the governing equation for @ is the biharmonic equation, the form 
for f,, (r3) is readily determined. The arbitrary constants are determined from the boundary conditions 
whereupon an eigenvalue problem for A arises. The two possible sets of solutions are 
(a) 1 + A,,I-(*~+‘)/* sin(i(2n - 1)0} sin8, 
(b) l+B~r~+~~(~+1)cos~(n+1)~~sin8~sin~(n+1)~~cos~~, 
for all positive integral values of 12 where A,, and B, are constants. An expansion for fi about Y = 0 
will involve a sum of the trigonometric terms in (a) and (b) in addition to the constant term. The 
dominant terms in this expansion are 
1 + A, r3/* sin( i/3) sinr3. (40) 
5.2. Asymptotic form of 4 
We solve the biharmonic equation for 4 subject to the boundary conditions 
a*+ a*4 = o a34 a34 --- 
ay* a.9 ’ jp3 ~ =o, ax* ay on 0 = 0, 
!?!Lo !c-J, 
ay3 ’ ay 
on e = 77. 
The dominant term in the asymptotic series representing C#J is written as r’s(0). The boundary 
conditions when expressed as a function of g are 
(2P - P2)S(0) + g”(0) = 0, g”‘(0) + (3,~’ - 6~ + 4)g’CO) = 0, 
(3P - 2)g’(r) + g”‘(T) = 0, g’(7r) = 0. 
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The smallest eigenvalue ,u of the fourth-order ordinary differential equation for g, which allows the 
stresses to be integrable, is found to be ,u = ! and the behaviour of 4 as r -+ 0 is therefore dominated 
by 
ti - r312sin~cos($). (41) 
5.3. Calculation of ff,, 
The value of (Y,, is chosen in such a way that the pressure p is continuous in a weak sense across 
the line x = 0, i.e., we require 
s 
1 
P(+,Y) dy = 
0 J 
1 
P(O+, Y> dy. 
0 
In order to determine LX,,, we first observe that (2) implies 
aP -- 
ax 
+ aV +!Y=o 
ax2 ay ay3 ’ 
and hence that 
--c P(-E,Y) -P(X,Y) = I a3ti k y) d5, x ,52Ky) dl+ -’ ;yt J x 
for -oo < x < --E. We integrate with respect to y from 0 to 1 to obtain 
J 
I 1 1 I 
PC-E,Y) dy- J P(x,Y)~~= JS --e a3$ =(L Y) dSdy + 0 0 0 x s 0 
(42) 
s
--c a3* 
x 
-$L Y> dldy. (43) 
If we assume that (I, E L’ (R2), we can interchange the order of integration on the right-hand side. 
Therefore, 
J 
I 
J 
1 
o PC-E,y)dy- 
0 
pWdy=~-’ [$]x d5+l-’ [$I; d5 
= I x -‘~(i,l)di. (44) 
We now let x -+ --cc and recall that r/?( x, y) = r,/~(x, y) - iy( 3 - y2) to conclude that 
J 
1 
o p(-E>y)dy+kn = s -‘$(~,l)d& -co
Finally, we let E + 0. There is no problem in doing this since a2$/dy2 = 0( Y-I/~) as I + 0. Hence, 
J 
1 
p(O--,y)dy+k,= - J t?!T!&_ 0 AB aY2 (45) 
Following a similar argument to the above, one also obtains 
s 
1 
p(O+, y> dy = 0, (46) 
0 
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so that weak continuity of the pressure across x = 0 results in the condition 
a’$ 
aY2 
ds. (47) 
In the remainder of this paper we assume that (Y,, is defined by this expression. 
6. Equivalence and uniqueness results 
Theorem 6.1. If there exists a solution of the following embedded fourth-order problem, then it solves 
the second-order problem (7), (8): 
4 = +(x2 + 3y2) +&,(x2 + y2>, * = iy(3 - y2), on AE, (48) 
a24 a24 X0 a34 I 3 a34 
--- 9 
l3y2 dX2 dY3 
on AB, 
W_o c 
dy - ’ dy3 
on BC, 
on DE, 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
4 = 0, CcI = y, on CD, (52) 
A2c$ = 0, A2# = 0, in &. (53) 
Proof. Let us set q = u = 4, r = # and u = CG, - y in ( 16). Then from the boundary conditions 
(48) -( 52) and the regularity conditions (37), (38)) all the terms on the right-hand side of ( 16) are 
seen to vanish immediately except for the integrals calculated around re and the integral 
J (54) r\r c $W + 2W) ds. 
The asymptotic form of C$ and $ guarantees that the contribution from line integrals evaluated 
around r, all vanish as E ---f 0, since for all but the last line integral on the right-hand side of (16) 
the integrands are 0( 1) as E + 0. The last line integral is 
I(E) =2s,. { (e-_-Y) $04$+2L+) +2&(L+2M#)} ds. (55) 
Since 
y = 1 - Esin0, on r,, 
we have, as E + 0, 
$ - y N E312 sin 13 sin( i(9) + E sin 0. 
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Also, since the terms in braces in (55) are 0( l -3/2), the dominant term in the integrand of Z(E) is 
0( •~1~). Noting that ds = E de, we see that 
limZ(e) = 0, 
E-+0 
as required. 
The boundary and regularity conditions imply M+ + 2L+ is zero everywhere on the boundary 
except along AB-, so that we deduce 
IS [ (Lq3 - 2&1Zfi)~ + (M+ + 2L+)2] dS= 2 (M4 + 2L$) ds. (56) n J AB-
We may let E -+ 0, as before, to equate the double integral evaluated over the region fib with that of 
the right-hand side integral evaluated over AB, i.e., as E t 0, 
IS [ (Lq5 - 2iV1Ze)~ + (M+ + 2Lti)2] dS = 2 (M#+X@) ds. (57) ah J AB 
Now the right-hand side of (57) is 
0 
a24 4 - +!%!_?!!! dx 
AB ax@ dy2 ax2 ) ’ 
which, since d2fi/dx2 = 0 along AB, becomes 
(58) 
The right-hand side of (57) would be the same as if the integral were to be evaluated over AC 
instead of AB, which from (59) implies that 
X(0,1) = gpq 1). (59) 
Eqs. (52) and (59) together yield the result 
$(O, 1) = 0, 
so that, using the knowledge of 4 at entry, the right-hand side of (57) may be shown to be 
Say,, + 4 AB $ ds, 
s 
which is zero from (47). 
Thus, since the integrand on the left-hand side of (57) is strictly nonnegative, it must be zero and 
therefore, 
LC$-2M$=O, MC$+2L$=o, 
everywhere in 0,. 0 
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Theorem 6.2. If there exists a solution of the embedded system (48)-(53) in the stick-slip geometry, 
then it is unique. 
Proof. Let 41, @I and 42, $2 be two solutions of the embedded system with 4, # & and @, # &. 
Let @ = 41 - $2 and P = $1 - 9~. Then @ and P satisfy the following: 
A2@ = 0, A2W = 0, in finh, (60) 
@ = 0, P = 0, on AE and CD, (61) 
d2@ a246 
- =o, a% a% -- 
ay2 ax2 
-+3- 
dY3 ax2 f3y 
=o, on AB, (62) 
(63) 
cm 
- 0, 
a3@ -=o, P=O, ay - ay3 
a2w = 0 
ay2 ’ on BC and DE. (64) 
Setting q = u = 0 and Y = u = ?P in ( 16), we obtain 
4 JJ n{(Mlu)2 + (LP)2}dS= -4L $$ LWdsf4 J { rP -$LP)-2&(M’P) ds. i 
From (61) -( 64) and the regularity conditions (37)) (38) we observe that !P = 0 and either dP/&z = 0 
or LP = 0 on r \ r,. Furthermore, on r,, P = O(e3i2), so that (&P/&z) (LP), ?P(d/&) (LP) and 
!P (d/at) (MP) are all 0( 1). Since on r,, ds = E do, then, as E ---f 0, we obtain 
JJ. ,h{(A4!P)2+ (LP)2}dS=0. (65) 
Since each of the terms of the integrand are positive, it follows that both must be identically zero in 
0,. Thus, 
M!P=O, L!P=O, in 0,. 
It follows that P must take the form 
‘i”(x, y) = 4x2 + y2) + bx + cy + d, (66) 
where a, b, c, d are constants. The conditions (61)-(64) on !P imply that all these constants are 
zero and therefore P = 0 everywhere in &. 
A similar argument follows for @ on setting q = u =@,r=u=Oin(16).Againwefindthat@ 
must be of the form 
@(x, y) = a(x2 + y2) + bx + cy + d. (67) 
As before, the conditions (61)-( 64) on @ force the constants to be zero, so that @ = 0 everywhere 
in a,. 
Thus we have shown that if a solution to the embedded problem (48)-(53) exists, then it is 
unique. Cl 
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The discussion thus far has assumed a flow domain which is truncated in some sense. This has been 
necessary to develop the boundary condition theory. For the purpose of the numerical experiments, 
however, we shall assume an infinite channel, so that we do not need to worry about the determination 
of a suitable value of h. 
7. Domain decomposition method 
The flow domain is decomposed into two semi-infinite rectangles having x = 0 as their interface, as 
shown in Fig. 1. Global approximations to the solution are used in each subdomain and the solutions 
are patched across the interface [ 12,131 using C3 continuity conditions. Let RI and RI1 denote the 
two subdomains. Then we may map RI onto the finite rectangle Mr = { (s, y) : s E [ 0, 1 ] , y E [ 0, 1 ] } 
by defining the algebraic map 
where Lr > 0 is some mapping parameter. Similarly RI1 may be mapped onto MI1 = {(t, y) : t E 
[O,l],y E [0, l]} using the map 
where Lrr > 0 is another mapping parameter. 
In the transformed regions we approximate $ by $’ (x, y) and #**(x, y) where 
‘b’(X,Y) = ;Y(3 -y2) + 5 k&R,(y)T;(s) 
In=4 n=o 
(68) 
and 
where T,* is the shifted Chebyshev polynomial of degree n defined over the interval [ 0, 11, defined 
by 
T,*(z) = T,(2z - 1) = cos(ncos-‘(2~ - I)), z E [0, I]. 
We note that 
= LTn(x), 
where LT, is the rational Chebyshev polynomial of degree n defined over [ 0, CXI) and described in 
[ll. 
The polynomial R, is defined by 
R,(Y) = T;(Y) + GT;(Y) +&T;(Y) +Y~T;*(Y) + 4m m 2 4, 
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and the polynomial S, by 
where the coefficients (Y,, pm, Y,,,, S,, K,, A,, p,,, and v, are chosen so that (68) satisfies the boundary 
conditions ( 11) and ( 13) and so that (69) satisfies the boundary conditions ( 12) and ( 13). These 
boundary conditions require that 
ffwl = &(Tn*I”(O) - 2(TG’(l) + T;(o) - T;(l))), P,,, = h(96a, -T;“(O)), 
Ym = iK,:(O) -7X1)) - %, 6, = -$Z(O) + T,(l)) - Pm, 
and that 
K, = &(T;“(o) - ,;“( I)), A, = -&(T;“(o) + Ti”( l)), 
,%, = ;(T;(O) -T;(l)) - K,, V, = -i(T;(o) + T;( 1)) - A,. 
In a similar fashion we approximate the Airy stress function 4(x, y) by 4’ (x, y) in region MI and 
by @(x, y) in region MI1 where 
4+(x, y> = ix” + ;xy2 + &,(X2 + y2) + 5 ~d,,T,‘(y)T,‘(s) (70) 
m=o n=o 
and 
(71) 
m=o n=o 
In the spectral approximations (68) -( 71) the quantities {a:,}, {a:,}, {b’,,} and {@A,} are expansion 
coefficients to be determined. These unknown coefficients are found by satisfying the differential 
equations (24), the boundary conditions on 4 and 1c, and the interface continuity conditions at 
appropriately chosen collocation points. 
For the choice of the collocation points in each coordinate direction we follow [ 181 and use the 
extrema of the shifted Chebyshev polynomial of highest degree in that variable used in the expansion 
representation. These are simple adaptations of the Gauss-Lobatto points, described, for example, in 
[4]. The discretization is chosen to be nonconforming due to the nature of the singularity at the 
stick-slip point. The use of conforming spectral discretizations would have the effect of smoothing 
out the singularity, see [ 191 for details of this collocation scheme. The choice of mapping parameters 
controls the distribution of collocation points in the x-direction. 
The basis functions which we use in the approximations (68)-(71) ensure that the regularity 
conditions (37) and (38) are satisfied automatically. In order to determine the constant (Y,, in (70)) 
we first solve the stream function problem and then calculate LY,, from relation (47) using Simpson’s 
rule to evaluate the integral numerically. 
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Fig. 2. The algebraic structure of the system of equations for the unknowns in the representation of the Airy stress function. 
8. Method of solution 
The systems of equations for the expansion coefficients in the approximations to C/J and Cc, give 
rise to large coefficient matrices possessing significant submatrices of zero elements. In this section 
we describe a technique suited to the underlying structure of the matrix which provides savings in 
the computation time and storage required over the standard direct solution method. The solution 
procedure for the stream function problem follows by analogy with that of the Airy stress. 
The global system for the expansion coefficients in the approximation to the Airy stress function 
C$J is 
Ab=r, (72) 
where A, b and r are as shown in Fig. 2. 
System (72) may be solved by using an application of a code designed for the solution of 
almost block-diagonal systems (see [ 21). In a recent survey of direct methods for solving systems 
of equations arising from spectral domain decomposition methods, Karageorghis and Phillips [ 141 
found this solver to be superior to methods of direct inversion of the full system, capacitance matrix 
techniques [3] or coefficient-splitting strategies with respect to cost, stability and storage. The same 
authors used the solver for the solution of the flow of a Newtonian liquid through a planar contraction 
[151. 
The code for the solver is based on an algorithm described in [ 6,231 and is intended to solve matrix 
systems of the form shown in Fig. 3. These “almost block-diagonal” systems comprise rectangular 
blocks along the matrix diagonal in such a way that no three successive blocks have columns in 
\ - \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ 
J 
Fig. 3. A matrix in almost block-diagonal form. 
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common. The collocation matrix A in (72) may be seen to be in almost block-diagonal form with 
three nonzero blocks, namely 
(AI,), (&,I&~)~ (A32). (73) 
It is not possible to use the form (73) for the solver since there is too much overlap between blocks 1 
and 2, and 2 and 3. Performing the transpose of A, however, gives the required almost block-diagonal 
form, now possessing two blocks 
Wl,I&,) and (A;,&). (74) 
The transposed matrix A’ is decomposed using the NAG [24] routine FOlLHF, the NAG routine 
F04LHF then being used to solve the system 
(A’)% = r, (75) 
where A’ is the decomposed form of A’. 
9. Treatment of the stick-slip singularity 
The accuracy of the numerical solution may be improved near the stick-slip point using a small 
number of terms in a singular expansion. The spectral approximation that we have obtained for the 
stream function is post-processed in order to obtain the coefficients in the singular expansion. Since 
in most elliptic problems the pollutive effect of boundary singularities does not penetrate far into 
the interior of the region [ 71, the approximations (68) and (69) converge quite rapidly away from 
the singularity. However, near the singularity these expansions converge slowly, and one may require 
many terms to predict accurately the correct singular behaviour there. 
Define a neighbourhood of the singularity by 
S={(r,e): O<r<R,O<8<5-}, 
where r2 = x2 + (y - l)* and 0 is the polar angle. Then, following the analysis of [ 91, we can show 
that the solution of the biharmonic problem for the stream function has the form 
#(r, t9) = 1 + 2 akr1+4i,uk(8), (76) 
k=l 
where 
uk(e> = 
cos(& + 1)e - cos(JAk - 1)e, if k is odd, 
(v’%- l>sin(v%+ 1)0- (A+ l)sin(fi- 1)13, if k is even, 
(77) 
Fig. 4. Contours of the stream function plotted in -2 < x < 2, 0 < y , < 1, for MESH 2, for contour heights 
0.1,0.2 ,..., 0.9,0.925,0.95,0.975. 
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Fig. 5. Contours of (left) ;Lqb, (right) -iM#, plotted in -2 < x < 2, 0 < y 6 1, for MESH 1. 
and JAk = ik. Note that we can set a2 = 0 since u,( 0) = 0. The coefficients ak are found using 
a post-processing technique described in [ 131. In practice, the upper limit in (76) is replaced by a 
finite integer N, say. The solution of the truncated singular expansion is then valid within S. Outside 
S the solution of the biharmonic equation is given by either (68) or (69), depending on whether x 
is negative or positive, respectively. 
We are unable to follow a similar analysis for the corresponding Airy stress problem because of 
the nonexistence of a biorthogonal set of adjoint eigenfunctions. 
10. Numerical results 
In this section we present the results of numerical calculations performed for the Stokesian planar 
stick-slip problem. Qualitative comparisons are made in the case of the streamlines and the pressure 
field for the problem with those predicted in [8,20]. Richardson [20] solved the planar stick-slip 
problem using the Wiener-Hopf technique and Georgiou et al. [8] used singular finite-element 
methods for the same problem. Two different collocation grids were used in the course of the 
numerical calculations. The importance of comparing results obtained with different grids 
necessity of showing that the numerical approximations are not heavily mesh-dependent. 
grids used were 
lies in the 
The three 
(1) MESH 1: L=M=N=lO, 
(2) MESH 2: L = M = N = 15, 
(3) MESH 3: L = M = A’ = 20. 
We define the mapping parameters to be the same in absolute value, i.e., 1 LII = 1 LIII. In Fig. 4 
we present a plot of the streamlines obtained with MESH 2 and observe a favourable comparison 
with the results of [ 81. In Fig. 5 we plot ;LqS and --~IJ~#I for MESH 1. Figs. 6 and 7 show the 
pressure field for both meshes. The pressure field in Fig. 6 agrees closely with that obtained in [8], 
whereas in Fig. 7 the centreline pressure field is equivalent to those of [ 8,201. The centreline pressure 
varies linearly with axial distance inside the confined channel and goes to zero smoothly in the jet. 
Oscillations in the centreline pressure with increasing numbers of degrees of freedom were alleviated 
by increasing the absolute value of the mapping parameters LI and L II. This effectively reduces the 
spectral condition number of the matrix systems and removes oscillations by sweeping the collocation 
Fig. 6. Contours of the pressure in -2 < x < 2,0 < y < 1, for MESH 1. 
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Fig. 7. Pressure along the centreline x = 0 for (a) MESH 1, Ltt = 2, (b) MESH 2, .Ltt = 8. 
points away from the interface and reducing the density of points there. 
In Table 1 we present the calculated value of cy,, for different numbers of degrees of freedom. The 
length of the interval over which the integral in (47) was evaluated was fixed at 1.5 and the number 
of Simpson subdivisions set at 1000. Outside this interval of integration the integrand is small, since 
we are far enough downstream for fully developed conditions to have been reached. The converged 
value appears to be approximately -0.4695 and agrees with what can be deduced from the centreline 
plots of [8,20]. 
The computation of the results shown in Tables 2-4 was performed on a mesh with M = L = N = 
25. In Table 2 we show the dependence of the coefficients in the singular expansion on the mapping 
parameter LI when R = 0.75. This demonstrates the convergence of these coefficients on a fixed mesh 
with respect to the mapping parameter. 
In Table 3 we show how the leading coefficients in the singular expansion (76) for the stream 
function depend on the order of the spectral approximations (68) and (69) and R, the radius of the 
sector in which the singular expansion is valid. In this table the values of the coefficients can be 
seen to be converging to some finite value as L is increased. We expect the coefficients to become 
independent of R for values of R sufficiently large and there is evidence of this in the table. In 
Table 4 we compare our numerically calculated coefficients with the analytical solution for al and 
previous work. Kelmanson [ 161 used a singular boundary integral method and Karageorghis [ 111 
Table 1 
Calculated values of (Y~” for different orders of approxima- 
tion N 
N ffen 
10 -0.7798 
15 -0.4596 
20 -0.5813 
25 -0.4732 
30 -0.4695 
Table 2 
Dependence of the coefficients in the singular expansion 
on the mapping parameter LI 
LI al a3 a5 
1 0.68937 0.26310 0.03 1.52 
2 0.69035 0.26404 0.03069 
3 0.69037 0.26408 0.03058 
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Table 3 
Dependence of the coefficients in the singular expansion (76) on M and R 
M R al 
10 0.25 0.72921 
10 0.50 0.72037 
10 0.75 0.70865 
20 0.25 0.68938 
20 0.50 0.69021 
20 0.75 0.69101 
25 0.25 0.68898 
25 0.50 0.68970 
25 0.75 0.69035 
a3 a5 
0.21999 -0.00953 
0.28540 0.00598 
0.27796 0.01959 
0.25900 0.03411 
0.2635 1 0.03108 
0.26469 0.03011 
0.26024 0.03478 
0.26321 0.03 144 
0.26404 0.03069 
used a modified version of the method of fundamental solutions which incorporates the singular 
behaviour of the problem. The agreement with the analytical solution is satisfactory. The second and 
third singular coefficients agree to three decimal places to the ones calculated in [ 161. The contour 
plots of the stream function are the same as those shown in Fig. 5 and therefore they are not given 
here. 
11. Conclusions 
The equations describing conservation of mass and momentum are satisfied identically by intro- 
ducing a stream function and Airy stress function as dependent variables into the governing equations 
for Stokes flow. This process results in a coupled second-order elliptic system. A pair of biharmonic 
equations for the stream function and Airy stress function is derived from a least-squares formulation 
of the second-order system. The two variables are coupled through the natural boundary conditions, 
in general. The technique is applied to the stick-slip problem. The asymptotic form of the singularity 
at the stick-slip point is derived for both the stream function and Airy stress function. The natural 
boundary conditions are shown to be sufficient to recover the solution of the second-order system, 
provided a solution exists. Some numerical results which are obtained using spectral domain decom- 
position techniques are presented. The coefficients in a singular expansion of the stream function 
around the stick-slip are computed and compared with those obtained by other workers. 
The process we have described may be applied to the Navier-Stokes equation by appropriately 
defining an Airy stress function so that the equations of motion are satisfied exactly. The extension 
to problems in non-Newtonian fluid mechanics is more complex due to the nonlinear nature of the 
stress-strain relationship. 
Table 4 
Comparison of the calculated coefficients in the singular expansion (76) with the analytical solution and previous work 
Analytical 
Kelmanson [ 161 
Georgiou et al. [8] 
Karageorghis [ 111 
Present work 
al a3 
0.69099 - 
0.69108 0.26435 
0.69173 0.27168 
0.69098 0.2748 1 
0.69035 0.26404 
a4 
- 
-0.07990 
-0.04398 
-0.0805 1 
a5 
- 
0.04962 
0.05013 
-0.02210 
0.03069 
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It is essential to design an effective preconditioner for the algebraic systems for the unknowns 
in the Airy stress function representation. This is because the condition numbers of the algebraic 
systems arising from a spectral discretization of fourth-order differential equations are high. This is 
an area for future research. 
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